10mm Middle East #10
B10-ME-010
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and
remember to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in place
while you allow glue to dry.

Remove the four inner walls, base and “lid”
shown above from the sprue.

Glue the walls to the base as shown. It is a good idea
to add a little weight into the top box at this point as it
will make your minaret more stable once it is finished.

Add the “lid”.

Take the four outer walls.

Starting with the door, glue this in place. Note it
is flush to the right side of the building and
extends out by 2mm on the left.

Glue the rest of the outer walls into place.

Take the four uprights with lugs on them plus
two of the inner supports…

..and glue them together as shown so there is a gap
between each upright.

Take the remaining four uprights, base and top
from the sprue.

Glue the base and top into position.
Note: the lugs extend through the base.

Glue the rest of the uprights in place.

Glue the whole thing to the base, aligning the lugs
with the holes in the “lid”.

Take the four window pieces with lugs on them, a
support and the base of the roof from the sprue.

Glue the window pieces to the support, then attach
the base of the roof.

Attach this assembly to the top of the minater as
shown.

Work round the top, adding the balcony pieces.

Each roof piece is formed from thre two sections
shown on the left. Glue them together as shown
on the right.

Attach each roof section to the roof base.

Once all the roof pieces are in place there will be
a small hole left in the centre.

Glue the finneal into the gap.

